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CONNECTING CAMBRIDGE HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 

WITH THE RIGHT TALENT 

Mom Corps Dallas Finds Company’s Perfect Candidate 
 

Dallas (July 7, 2011) – Cambridge Healthcare Properties, Dallas-based developer, owner 

and manager of U.S. healthcare facilities, recently enhanced its internal team by adding a 

vice president of accounting.  The company partnered with Mom Corps Dallas, a leading 

placement firm connecting progressive Dallas businesses with experienced candidates, to 

fill the position. 

 

Mom Corps Dallas candidate Michele Rougon joined Cambridge because of the corporate 

culture, a family-friendly environment with flexible working solutions.  More and more of 

the U.S. workforce are looking for employers who value work-life balance and some 

flexibility in work schedule.  According to a February 2011 global research report from 

Regus, global leader in flexible workplace solutions, 85 percent of U.S. companies now offer 

their staff some form of flexible working.  

 

Not only do effective and flexible workplace practices improve the lives of employees, they 

enhance the business’ competitive advantage in the 21st century, according to the Families 

and Work Institute, sponsor of the Alfred P. Sloan Award.  Companies are finding that 

flexible working is bringing them significant benefits, including higher productivity and 

engagement, lower turnover, more innovation and stronger overall health leading to lower 

health insurance costs, which all lead to increased revenue and a more competitive 

organization.   

 

With more than 21 years’ experience in accounting covering all aspects in the accounting 

and finance field, Rougon turned to Mom Corps Dallas when strategically determining her 

new career move. 
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“I trusted Mom Corps Dallas because I was looking for a placement partner that would see 

me and my qualifications as an individual and not just some other candidate,” said Rougon.  

“They made the entire experience exceptional, took the time to listen to what I could bring 

to the table as well as what I was looking for in a new position.  Mom Corps Dallas was 

there with me every step of Cambridge’s interviewing process.” 

 

Cambridge Healthcare Properties agrees.  

 

“Our company values our team members.  If they are happy and fulfilled in all aspects of 

their lives then we can do the best for our clients,” Dennis Barnes, Cambridge Healthcare 

Properties’ chief operating officer.  “Mom Corps Dallas is a valued partner in enhancing our 

business through our people, identifying exceptional candidates and saving us time in the 

process, so we can focus on our company vision and day-to-day business operations.” 

 

Mom Corps Dallas couldn’t be more pleased with the result.   

 

Mom Corps Dallas Co-owner and Principal Cindy Strand Yared adds, “Enhancing the 

quality of life of North Texas families which enriches our communities and provides 

progressive businesses opportunities to thrive is our mission.  Employees are more 

productive when they are working for a company who cares about them and realizes the 

value of work/life balance.  Cambridge walks the talk and our candidate, Michele, is one 

example of the talented professionals we can deliver.” 

 

ABOUT CAMBRIDGE HEALTHCARE PROPERTIES 

Cambridge Healthcare Properties (www.cambridgeinc.com) is a developer, owner and 

manager of healthcare facilities developed across the United States in association with 

leading health systems and physicians. 

 

ABOUT MOM CORPS DALLAS 

Mom Corps was founded in Atlanta in 2005.  Mom Corps Dallas, founded in 2011, is a 

premier North Texas placement company.  The company connects progressive Dallas 

employers with experienced talent looking for flexible work.  To learn more about Mom 

Corps Dallas, please visit momcorpsdallas.com, follow our news on Twitter 

@momcorpsdallas or find us on Facebook at Facebook/MomCorpsDallas.   
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